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Abstract
Data mining typically requires implementing operations that involve cross-cutting
entity boundaries and are awkward to implement in document-oriented databases.
CouchDB, for example, models entities as documents, with highly isolated entity
boundaries, and on which joins cannot be directly performed.
This project shows how join and aggregation can be achieved across entity bound-
aries in such systems, as encountered for example in the pre-processing and explo-
ration stages of educational data mining. A software stack is presented as a means
by which this can be achieved; first, datasets are processed via ETL operations,
then MapReduce is used to create indices of ordered and aggregated data. Finally,
a Couchdb list function is used to iterate through these indices and perform joins,
and to compute aggregated values on joined datasets such as variance and correla-
tions.
In terms of the case study, it is shown that the proposed approach to implementing
cross-document joins and aggregation is effective and scalable. In addition, it was
discovered that for the 2014 - 2016 UCT cohorts, NBT scores correlate better with
final grades for the CSC1015F course than do Grade 12 results for English, Science
and Mathematics.
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As the implementation and usage of big data expands, alternatives to traditional
relational-orientated databases are becoming the preferred software for housing large
data stores. SQL systems such as Oracle, DB2, SQL Server, MySQL and others,
tend to scale better vertically (using more powerful computers) rather than hori-
zontally (using more computers networked together) [20]. This can be limiting and
expensive when compared to NoSQL databases, which allow for the seamless expan-
sion from single to multiple servers. But swapping out relational-storage for newer
alternatives involves a mental shift at many levels within the software stack; this is
most evident at the data-retrieval layer, with the shift from using SQL (structured
query language) to query data stores to other paradigms that are less familiar to
most data professionals (software engineers, software architects, database adminis-
trators, etc.). Although many NoSQL databases (databases that don’t implement
a relational model) implement a version of the SQL standard for querying (which
eases the learning curve for new technologies), many do not.
One alternative paradigm to SQL is MapReduce, a logical framework for data query-
ing that allows for the efficient processing of dispersed datasets. This technology,
which is already used by several software giants [16], is being adopted as part of
the new technology stack as part of the ongoing trend of “information explosion”.
As distributed computing power becomes more obtainable through the prolifera-
tion of cloud providers such as Digital Ocean, Hetzner, Amazon, Google, etc., it is
worth investigating how technologies that make use of dispersed processing via the
MapReduce paradigm can do relational operations such as joins and aggregations.
Also relevant to the shift from relational to non-relational databases is the increas-
ing diversity of the data being collected digitally. As mentioned by the Couchbase
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project [20] and observed from general experience in the modern workplace, much
of the data produced on a day-to-day basis is semi-structured or unstructured (for
example, text documents and spreadsheets). In turn, increasing technological gains,
such as those represented by the proliferation of IOT (internet of things) devices,
require the housing of ever more varied digital data. RDBMSs seem ungainly in this
scenario, with their strictly defined data models making it cumbersome to handle
semi-structured and unstructured data. Appropriate systems are expensive in terms
of implementation times and complex in terms of architecting and usage. Storing
data without having to first define rigid models allows for a more agile approach to
data modeling. Additionally, as a system evolves, subsequent changes to unstruc-
tured data models become straightforward and the knock-on effects of code-changes
are much more isolated.
1.1 Project Significance
CouchDB [5] is a new database that embodies much of the NoSQL trend: it has a
schema-less data model; it accomplishes data processing via MapReduce; it exists
as an open-source code-base, and it is suitable for distribution over commodity
hardware.
With a focus on highly available data and a replication API implemented across
multiple types of devices (servers, browsers, tablets, mobile phones, etc.), CouchDB
provides a suitable foundation for building offline-first applications that can be used
in relatively disconnected locations [3]. For example, CouchDB was deployed as part
of the effort to contain the 2013 - 2016 Ebola outbreak, providing a means of digital
data collection in areas with unreliable internet [3]. Similarly, there is a lot of scope
for offline-first application development in the South African context, where data
is still very expensive and internet access remains sporadic throughout much of the
country.
Data mining, the extraction of knowledge from data, is a typical big data use case in
a growing number of fields, including education. An understanding of the relation-
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ship between indicators such as student grades, online participation, engagement
with assigned materials, or demographic information can allow for more adaptive
pedagogical approaches to teaching and learning. As such, data mining the mas-
sive amount of information that learning management systems (LMS) – such as the
University of Cape Town’s (UCT) Sakai platform [50] – collects has the potential
to greatly improve the educational experience. Systems that support data-storage
and retrieval are integral to the process of working with these datasets and the
logical frameworks that guide the design of such systems are becoming increasingly
important as the rate and amount of data collected continues to grow exponentially.
This thesis investigates a method of joining and aggregating data using CouchDB
in the context of Educational Data Mining (EDM). These methods are validated
through a case study exploring the effectiveness of UCT’s student profiling during
the admissions process in relation to performance in the first-year Computer Science
course, CSC1015F. In addition, the correlation of students’ usage of the Sakai LMS
in relation to their relative position in class is also calculated.
This project is conducted under ethical approval granted by UCT. All information
that can be used to personally identify individual students (such as student numbers)
is anonymized, and at no point has any data been publicly accessible.
1.2 Motivation & Aim
Theoretically, CouchDB is suitable for storing an unlimited amount of unstructured
data across distributed clusters of commodity servers [2]. Its API, that is effectively
an interface for the manipulation of b+tree structures is a novel approach to data
handling and working with the database directly from an HTTP client is incredi-
bly convenient. Such features make CouchDB a suitable tool for the information-
orientated society of the future, where an agile approach to data storage will, by
necessity, become the norm as the increasingly interconnected world will produce
more and more unstructured data needing to be processed.
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In short, CouchDB is an innovative database that allows for innovative systems.
Case studies involving CouchDB are therefore necessary to develop an understanding
of all the different use-cases that such novel software can represent.
The aim of this project is to devise methods to perform cross-document joins and





Any data-driven investigation requires learning of a variety of tools and concepts.
This chapter covers:
• A conceptual overview of MapReduce as a paradigm for working with data,
and its specific implementation in CouchDB
• A high-level description of the CouchDB storage engine and approaches to
structuring/modeling data in a document-orientated database
• A brief description of CouchDB’s HTTP API
2.1 MapReduce
In response to dealing with huge amounts of data daily, authors at Google (Jeffrey
Dean and Sanjay Ghemawat) outlined the MapReduce framework as a means of
abstracting the complications associated with distributed computing such as data
distribution, fault tolerance, load balancing, and how to parallelize processing [21].
MapReduce provides programmers with a conceptually-simple interface for specify-
ing dispersed data computations succinctly and hides the implementation details.
The framework relies on a simple programming model described by [21] as a com-
putation that takes a set of input key-value pairs and produces a set of output
key-value pairs using the following 3 steps:
• A mapping stage in which distributed key-value pairs are produced from input
data as described by a user-defined map function
• A grouping stage where distributed key-value output from the mapping stage
is collected to common keys - i.e. key:[value, ..., value] datasets
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• And a reducing stage where values per grouped key are processed as described
by a user-defined reduce function
Due to the distributed and isolated nature of the map and reduce tasks, MapReduce
is fault tolerant (specifically, fault tolerance is implemented via reexecution), which
has in turn resulted in the New Software Stack [46]: large-scale computing clusters
built on commodity (cheap) hardware and software that computes in parallel. Such
an approach to building and maintaining systems represents the potential to process
ever-greater amounts of data at ever cheaper rates. This has spurred information
explosion across all manner of software applications.
Starting with the development of the Hadoop framework as an open-source alter-
native to Google’s proprietary file system and MapReduce framework, MapReduce
implementations have become mainstream. Companies that make use of this pro-
gramming model include Yahoo, Facebook, Amazon, and many more [16]. The
Apache Foundation maintains a list of companies that use the Hadoop framework
[7].
Use-cases for systems utilizing MapReduce overlap significantly with business do-
mains that have long been cornered by RDBMSs. As such, a great deal of research
has focused on leveraging MapReduce as a means of implementing operations that
are traditionally associated with RDBMSs - specifically in instances of relational-
algebra [16, 46]. The full spectrum of relational operations: selection, projection,
union, intersection, difference, joins (exempting non-equi joins, which cannot be
implemented via MapReduce), grouping and aggregation are translatable to MapRe-
duce [46]. MapReduce allows for implementing joins, including both Two-way and
Multi-way, by using a variety of algorithms. A master’s thesis from the Univer-
sity of Edinburgh demonstrates joining in Hadoop via Map-Side joins, Reduce-Side
One-Shot joins,Reduce-Side Cascade joins and other algorithms [16].
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2.2 CouchDB
In CouchDB, data is modeled conceptually as documents, which users interact with
as serialized JSON strings [14]. There are no limitations, specifications, etc., on how
documents may be structured (other than that they must be represented by valid
JSON).
The CouchDB data model (like many NoSQL data models) is considered unstruc-
tured or semi-structured when compared to RDBMSs, where relations within data
models are rigidly formalized. But despite using different storage models, the con-
ceptual requirements of data-persistence – such as ACID properties – need to be
addressed. ACID properties provide certain guarantees that are required within a
system in order to assure information persistence:
• atomicity : a series of operations that are part of the same logical transaction
should either succeed or fail completely
• consistency : building on the concept of atomicity, the result of a single logical
transaction should leave the database in a working and valid state
• isolation: Transactions, whether run concurrently or sequentially, are deter-
ministic. That is, transactions on a database are performed in isolation of
each other
• durability : data is permanently persisted, irrespective of subsequent system
failures
Without such guarantees a database would not be useful since the integrity of any in-
formation stored by such a system would be questionable. In terms of the CouchDB
software, ACID properties are applicable at the document level, meaning that the
interactions with individual documents are either successful or not; CouchDB does
not allow the reading or writing of partial documents.
CouchDB serializes document interactions to guarantee isolation and document
writes are guaranteed to be durable and result in a consistent database. In other
words, in working with CouchDB, transactions involving single documents are com-
pletely reliable and fault tolerant; however, transactions involving retrieving and
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storing information from multiple documents are not (although bulk document in-
sertions can also be configured to be atomic).
Single-document ACID guarantees make multistep transactions in CouchDB more
difficult. Multi-step transactional atomicity is a key feature for many RDBMSs in-
cluding MySQL, SQL Server, etc., and overcoming this limitation is required in order
to implement NoSQL databases within traditional RDBMS environments. This is
possible, both in CouchDB specifically [47] and in NoSQL generally, [34] via the
implementation of ACID/transactional properties as external bespoke middleware
that engages with the database management systems (DBMS). But this is not an
ideal alternative to systems where RDBMS-specific features are required. This is a
trade-off that CouchDB (and other NoSQL) databases make in favor of less rigorous
data models that are suitable for use-cases that RDBMSs are not; namely, envi-
ronments with semi-unstructured data where availability is more important than
complete consistency.
CouchDB documents are written to disc using an append-only algorithm, in which
documents are incorporated into a b+tree structure, which is the database [35].
Such structures facilitate rapid data retrieval from huge databases. Additionally,
CouchDB incorporates Multiversion concurrency control (MVCC) into the storage
engine as a means of versioning nodes within the tree. Aside from the serialization of
write operations, MVCC negates the need for locks, which are typically implemented
within RDBMSs and are expensive in terms of computer resources. Without locking
on read/write operations, CouchDB data stores are always available, with the caveat
that retrieved documents, as found through searching the tree structure, may not
always be the most recent versions of those documents. This can be the case if a
new version of a document is written whilst the same document is being retrieved
elsewhere.
For systems faced with the potential of network downtime, research in 1999 intro-
duced the idea of the CAP theorem as a trade-off analysis that can be applied to
3 properties within a data storage system (Consistency, Availability, and Partition-
tolerance) [26]. CouchDB represents a trade-off of consistency for availability in
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order to facilitate scalability in terms of handling large amounts of data in nearly
real time. CouchDB emphasizes availability and the eventual consistency of data
to allow for a high partition tolerance of databases with unreliable communication
between nodes. From CouchDB 2.0 onwards, users can configure the level of con-
sistency for document reads by specifying a quantifiable amount of confidence that
retrieved data is not out of date. It should be noted, however, that this is not
possible for document writes.
Because of the potential for inconsistency, CouchDB seeks to provide a ’relaxed’
viewing model - i.e. a soft state, where data representation is not tied to the under-
lying entities. As part of the trade-off of availability at the expense of consistency,
data conflicts - where entities are updated separately and independently of each
other - are often acceptable in NoSQL databases, particularly in systems that are
required to take an offline-first approach to data-handling. Thus, these systems pro-
vide a means of interacting with partial datasets, which, when synchronized, could
result in a conflicting state.
MVCC allows for the handling of such consistency violations by maintaining con-
sistency within the data storage layer itself, which is separate from the consistency
of information. Inconsistent (i.e. conflicting) information can be resolved by follow-
ing the audit trail created by the MVCC mechanism. By maintaining a database
state that is separate from the information-state, multi-master replication in highly-
available systems that lack strong consistency guarantees is possible.
CouchDB is usually selected as a database over alternative JSON stores (such as
MongoDB) for its replication capabilities - that is, for the ease with which multi-
master, fault-tolerant clusters can be set up. The separation of the database state
from the information greatly facilitates this. Compared to replication within rela-
tional systems (such as in SQL Server), here replication is independent of information
(i.e. table structure, relationships between tables, etc.) and, as a result, is much
simpler to work with.
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2.2.1 Entity Modeling
Despite NoSQL DBMSs moving away from the relational model provided by
RDBMSs, data models still focus on the modeling of entities. Depending on what
these entities constitute, NoSQL databases can be grouped into two categories [25]:
• aggregate-orientated stores that model data similarly to the relational model,
but with isolated entity boundaries and
• aggregate-ignorant stores, wherein the concept of entities is fundamentally
different (e.g. a graph database such as Neo4J [49], where the entities are
edges and nodes)
Most databases operate within a domain where data is, for the most part, entity-
driven. There are hundreds of NoSQL data stores and a comprehensive catalog
of such products is not necessary [17], but familiar examples within the family of
aggregate-orientated NoSQL databases include key-value stores such as Amazon’s
Dynamo [49]; column based stores such as Apache’s Cassandra [49] or HBase [49] (as
part of the Hadoop ecosystem); and document stores such as CouchDB or Mongo
[49].
Although NoSQL databases are said to be schema-less, this is something of a mis-
nomer [9]: NoSQL databases allow for inconsistent schema representation across
different entity instances. Such flexibility is at the heart of document stores such
as CouchDB and Mongo, where loose-schema modeling is one of the properties that
makes such technologies suitable for large systems that generate data from incon-
sistent sources.
JSON structure allows for forming hierarchical (tree) structures of infinite depth -
i.e. for nesting child entities as sub-objects. As an alternative to relationships that
are defined by key references, hierarchical structures allow for the easy structuring of
specific entities but are less suitable for working with classes of entities. As such, data
is typically grouped differently in JSON documents as compared to relational tables;
objects encourage groupings of specific entities, while tabular relations encourage the
grouping of entity types.
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Using hierarchical object structures, it is easy to implement compositional object
models, where entities are encapsulated exclusively within parent entities. Aggrega-
tional and associative relationships (i.e. many-many associations), however, require
that data be denormalized, which results in replicated information. This is ineffi-
cient but advantageous for dealing with entities whose instances have varying data
structures. For example, it is conceivable that the instance of a Person entity could
have different fields, with similar fields holding different types of data (e.g., a person
may have a single address or a list of addresses).
To think of entities as rows within a relational table, each entity represented via
JSON is allowed a unique list of columns featuring differing data types as values.
In a relational database this would result in a sparse table where every row must
include the columns of every other row of the same entity type. Such a case would
result in a massive amount of wasted storage and inefficient indexing.
Entity modeling in CouchDB is quite flexible. RDBMSs allow for the categorization
of information in terms of relations, fields, constraints, and other objects, while
MongoDB documents are identifiable in terms of collections. CouchDB does not
provide a built-in means of classifying documents, except by scanning an entire
database and reading each document.
Entity classification can be enforced by including a field type that allows for en-
tity modeling to be conducted separately from the data-storage engine. With this
approach, documents are only classifiable on retrieval and deserialization. Alterna-
tively, entity classification can be included in the id field of CouchDB documents,
which has the benefit of allowing for indexed entity retrieval.
2.2.2 API
HTTP Interface
All communication with CouchDB takes place via the HTTP protocol. The interface
is resource orientated and strives to be RESTful. This makes such interactions very
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clear since the HTTP endpoints are logical and easy to remember. For example,
the following sample endpoints (among many) are shown here, with the full API
documentation available online [4].
• GET /dbName/:id (retrieves a document with the specified ID)
• PUT /dbName/[:id] (inserts a document, optionally specifying an ID)
• POST / bulk docs (inserts multiple documents - atomicity of batch insert is
configurable but defaults to false)
• POST/GET / all docs (Fetches multiple documents, specifying keys can be
done in in the body of a post request)
Design Documents
CouchDB allows users to specify several different types of functions that can be
executed on the server-side Erlang application via JSON - as a regular database
document, but with an id of “ design/<name>”. Such documents are known as
design documents and are treated as special by the CouchDB application. CouchDB
executes functions that are defined in design documents on the server - functions
can be defined in a variety of languages, including JavaScript. There are 6 types of







Views are b+tree indices created by specifying a mapping function and an optional
reduce function to be executed on every document in a database. Map functions
iteratively take each document as an argument and output key-value pair(s) - as
specified by the map function definition - that are then incorporated into the b+tree.
Reduce functions are evaluated by taking Map-function outputs as inputs and re-
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turning reduced results from that input, which are stored as internal nodes on the
b+tree.
Show functions act as a type of middleware, allowing users to specify transforma-
tions on a single document that has been requested from the database and then
returning that document to the user - for example, transforming a document from
JSON representation to HTML representation for better display in a browser. List
functions are similar to show functions, but they transform sets of documents that
have been iteratively retrieved from an index instead of single documents that have
been retrieved from a database.
Update functions allow document updates to be performed indirectly via the HTTP
API (functionally equivalent to retrieving a document, updating it, and then rein-
serting it). Filters, true to their name, allow users to specify filters that can be used
during view retrieval, document retrieval, and in replicating data between CouchDB
databases. Validations allow users to specify rules regarding when a database’s doc-
uments can be updated and by whom.
2.2.3 Indices (MapReduce)
Essentially, CouchDB provides users a simple-to-use HTTP interface that allows
for fine-grained control over b+tree structures. Documents can either be retrieved
from trees directly or indices can be built as representations of databases using
MapReduce and then retrieved. Index creation involves iteratively processing ev-
ery document in a database and outputting a new b+tree structure (and index),
providing a view of the underlying database. Views provide a means for applying
selections, projections, and aggregations of databases.
CouchDB’s implementation of MapReduce is quite different from implementations
by Google, Hadoop and most other systems. CouchDB incorporates map function
output directly into a b+tree, and so does not have a grouping (shuffling) stage.
Since one of the functions of the shuffling stage is to ensure that reducers get all
map output associated with a particular key at the same time, this is not guaran-
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teed in CouchDB. Instead, reducers act on portions of map-output (partial indices)
partitioned on boundaries that can fall between index values with the same key. As
such, reducers are configured to store intermediate results within the index produced
by the map function and employ the concept of rereduction in which intermediate
values are re-reduced. As a result of this implementation the methods of doing join
and aggregation via MapReduce proposed in [46] are not applicable to CouchDB.
This MapReduce implementation is comparable Couchbase’s approach, which is well
explained online [19].
Map functions must be specified by a user and are always executed externally to
the main Erlang process via marshalling between the main Erlang process and the
indexing engine. Reduce functions, however, can either by executed via the main
Erlang process (by specifying a built-in reduce function) or externally by the in-
dexing engine when specifying custom reduce functions. CouchDB automatically
includes a MapReduce engine (couchjs.exe), which is a JavaScript query-server (in-
dexing engine) coupled with Mozilla’s SpiderMonkey runtime engine. This query
engine is replaceable by dropping in alternative implementations in JavaScript or
other languages, if required. CouchDB spawns a single couchjs.exe process per shard
and executes map/reduce functions in the context of new documents sequentially
according to the order in which the database was changed [30, 42].
Conceptually, fetching all documents of type x requires specifying an iteration
through every document in the database and fetching documents with content in-
dicative of type x. View indices are built into CouchDB in this fashion, via iterating
over every document in the database, and passing that document to the user-defined
map function. A user writes code in this map function that evaluates each document
and emits key-value pairs. The map output is then grouped by key and passed to
the reduce function for reduction.
Users can specify whether they want to retrieve reduced results or access the unre-
duced map results (meaning, a reduce function isn’t actually required to produce
a CouchDB view). However, when passing output from the map function to the
reducer, where map output is grouped by key, there is no guarantee that all the
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map output for a particular key will be sent to the same reduce function [6]. As
such, a reduce function may repeatedly operate on the same output as the map
function, necessitating the ‘rereduction’ of already reduced output. The reduce
function requires handling in cases where rereduce=true and rereduce=false within the
same function body. Therefore, writing custom reduce functions that adhere to the
reduce function contract is fairly difficult for anything other than the simplest of
examples. CouchDB’s reduce function contract is as follows:
• keys : a list of tuples of the form of <key, id >. key is the key emitted by the
map function defined by the user and id is the ID of the document that was
processed by the map function in order to emit the key (this is implicit and
not defined by a user). This argument is null in the case of rereduce=true.
• values : a list of the values emitted by the map function as defined by the user,
with each value correlating to the respective element in the keys list (when
rereduce=false). When rereduce=true, this argument is a list of values that were
output previously by this same reduce function on an earlier execution.
• rereduce: a boolean field indicating whether the function is invoked with out-
put from the map function (rereduce=false) or with previous output from the
reduce function (rereduce=true). Reduce function results are cached on internal
nodes in the b+tree view indexes to facilitate incremental tree updates with-
out requiring the recalculation of all reduce output [31], making the rereduce
contract necessary.
In the current CouchDB release (as of January 2018), there is an additional means
of querying CouchDB databases called ‘Mango’, which is a selection-based syntax
inspired by MongoDB. The Mango syntax still processes documents via MapReduce,
but it is generally faster than JavaScript functions since the MapReduce engine can
be executed directly within the Erlang process on the server.
sum Reduce Function
Adherence to the contract of the sum reduce function requires that values output
by the map function are either numerical or a list of numerical values - examples of
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both allowable map function output formats are shown in Figure 2.1 A. The reduce
function receives values grouped by key (Figure 2.1 B) as the 2nd argument during
execution. The reduce function signature is shown in Figure 2.1 C; the 1st argument
is a separate list of grouped key-id pairs for every document that outputs a specific
key, and the indices of the 1st argument correspond to indices in the 2nd argument
(list), in terms of which document produced which value.
Figure 2.1 D shows the logical treatment of the grouped values by the sum function;
for a list of values of the same key, values at corresponding indices are summed. In
the case where an index is out of bounds (when grouped values differ by list length,
or when some values are numerical and others are lists), the value ’0’ is used. Output
of the sum function is shown in Figure 2.1 E.
1 /* A: Map output*/
2 {["key"]: 7} // (_id: x)
3 {["key"]: [3,1,3]} // (_id: y)
4 {["key2"]: [2,2,2]} // (_id: z)
5




10 /* C: Map output passed to _sum function as input */
11 reduce([key:id tuples], [values groupted by key], rereduce)
12 reduce([["key", "x"], ["key", "y"]], [7,[3,1,3]], false)
13 reduce([["key2", "z"]], [[2,2,2]], false)
14
15 /* D: Logical treatment of values argument (arg 2) during reduction */
16 {["key"]: [sum([7,3]), sum([0,1]), sum([0,3])]}
17 {["key2"]: [sum([2]), sum([2]), sum([2])]}
18
19 /* E: Reduce output (group = true) */
20 {
21 ["key"]: [10, 1, 3],
22 ["key2"]: [2,2,2]
23 }
Figure 2.1: MapReduce logic using sum-function
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stats Reduce Function
To adhere to the stats function contract, key-value output by the map function
should follow specific constraints:
• All values must be a single number
• Or, all values must be an array of numbers (each array must be the same
length). An example of this format is shown in Figure 2.2 A
This is unlike the contract for the sum function, where value output is normalized
during the reduction of lists of unequal length or the reduction of lists and numerical
values. The aggregation of grouped values (as shown in Figure 2.2 B) is completed
by the stats function. For values that are groups of numbers (i.e. where the
map function outputs key-number) then a single stats object is output for each
unique key. Map output is received as input to the stats reduce function within 3
parameters as shown in Figure 2.2 C:
• A list of MapOutputKey :Document ID key-value pairs (all the keys are the
same, but the documents that emitted them are different)
• A list of values for a particular key
• true / false (rereduction)
The values (argument 2 for the reduce contract) are aggregated by grouping them
at common indices and reducing to a single stats object as shown in Figure 2.2 D.
(Or, if the map output was a single number and not a list of numbers, the output
becomes an aggregation of those numbers). If the values as output by the map
function are lists of lists (of numbers), then a list of stats objects is output by the
stats function as shown in Figure 2.2 E (one stats object per index within the
list). The object output by the stats function for each aggregated number includes
a count of how many items are included in the aggregation, the minimum value,
the maximum value, the sum of all the values, and the sum of the squares of all
the values. The output of the stats function includes output of both the sum and
count built-in reduce functions. However, the stricter contract (when all values are
lists of the same length or are numerical) makes this function cumbersome to use
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when only a sum or count is required.
1 /* A: Map output*/
2 {["key"]: [1,1,0]} // (_id: x)
3 {["key"]: [3,1,3]} // (_id: y)
4 {["key2"]: [2,2,2]} // (_id: z)
5




10 /* C: Map output passed to _stats function as input */
11 reduce([key:id tuples], [values groupted by key], rereduce)
12 reduce([["key", "x"], ["key", "y"]], [[1,1,0],[3,1,3]], false)
13 reduce([["key2", "z"]], [[2,2,2]], false)
14
15 /* D: Logical treatment of values argument (arg 2) during reduction */
16 {["key"]: [aggregate([1,3]), aggregate([1,1]), aggregate([0,3])]}
17 {["key2"]: [aggregate([2]), aggregate([2]), aggregate([2])]}
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The focus of this project is the manipulation of data using CouchDB and associated
technologies, whilst specifically using data from the business domain of Educational
Data Mining (EDM). This field is well developed and many studies have sought to
model student performance based on markers such as attendance, assignment and
test grades, high school marks, demographic data, etc. Different means of model
generation have been discussed by the EDM community, such as predictive analysis
via decision tree generation [11, 15, 22, 29, 37, 45], with varying results. Other
models have been applied within the field of EDM, as discussed in a review of EDM
up to 2009 [10].
UCT’s Chief Information Officer (CIO) Jane Hendry and Stephen Marquard (the
Learning Technologies Coordinator from the Center for Innovation in Learning and
Teaching at UCT), made anonymized student data available for use in the present
study. This encompasses UCT admissions data, course grades, and Sakai interac-
tions. The three separate datasets were recieved in CSV format and are classified
as:
• grades : UCT course results
• admissions : Student Grade 12 and National Benchmark Test (NBT) results




Three years of data are available (2014, 2015, and 2016) and were received as sepa-
rate CSV files, then compiled into a single file with normalized delimiters. The fields
in the compiled file are described in Table 3.1, and a sample of this file is shown in
Figure 3.1. Essentially this data comprises a list of the grades achieved for specific
courses in specific years, along with the anonymized student numbers. The individ-
ual files could have remained separate, but for the purposes of this investigation it




Field Name Data type Description
DownloadedDate date Excel date format
RegAcadYear number Year
RegTerm number Integer ID
anonIDnew number Student number
RegProgram string Program abbreviation
RegCareer string Academic level
Degree string Degree code
DegreeDescr string Degree title
Subject string Three letter abbreviation
Catalog. string Catalog sub-component
1
Course string Full course code description
CourseSuffix string Course session identifier
Session string Session name
Percent string Grade achieved by student
Symbol string Symbol achieved by student
UnitsTaken number Total units taken by student
CourseID number Numerical course Identifier
CourseDescr string Description of course
CourseCareer string Academic level of course
Faculty string Course faculty




































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Upon receipt, the files containing data from the three years (2014, 2015, 2016) were
formatted inconsistently: corresponding fields were spelled/capitalized differently
across the files, the files had completely different sets of fields, the ordering of the
fields was inconsistent, and the files were delimited differently. It is possible to work
with these files directly but doing so would complicate the analytical procedure and
would not add any value to the investigation. As such, a single CSV was compiled
addressing the following:
• Field names were adjusted to feature uniform spelling with normalized whites-
pace (where field names contain whitespace)
• Duplicated fields were removed (UCT performance is appended to each stu-
dent’s admissions data for subsequent years of enrollment)
• Potentially contentious data (race, gender, etc.) that this project is not ethi-
cally cleared to work with were removed
The single, processed admissions CSV file contains an anonymized list of students
that enrolled at UCT along with corresponding Grade 12 results and NBT scores.
The CSV file is described in Table 3.2 and a sample of the file is shown in Figure
3.2.
3.3 Events
Sakai usage data are available for 2016 only and were received as a single CSV file
that is 5.2GB in size. Due to its large size, the file cannot be opened in Microsoft
Excel and so no scrubbing/amendment was performed on it. Fields in this file
are described in Table 3.3. The file as received doesn’t contain header information,
which had to be obtained separately; for ease of reference, these headers are included
in the CSV sample shown in Figure 3.3 1.





Field Name Data type Description
anonIDnew number Anonymized student number
Career string Academic level
Citizenship Residency string Student citizenship
SA School string School name (if in RSA)
Eng Grd12 Rslt string Grade 12 English
Math Grd12 Rslt string Grade 12 Math
Mth Lit Grd12 Rslt string Grade 12 Math Literacy
Adv Mth Grd12 Rslt string Grade 12 Advanced Math
Phy Sci Grd12 Rslt string Grade 12 Science
NBT AL Score string NBT
NBT QL Score string NBT
NBT Math Score string NBT
RegAcadYear number First registration at UCT
Table 3.3
Events data fields
Field Name Data type Description
event date datetime When event occurred
event id number Type of event (eg. login)
uct id number Anonymized student number
site key number Foreign key reference to course site
1
ref string Detail of event
1













































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Extraction, Transformation, and Loading (ETL) processes in the context of this
project refers to loading information from CSV files into memory, transforming rep-
resentation of the information from CSV format to JSON format, and then inserting
that information into CouchDB. Once persisted the data is available for exploration
by retrieval from the data store directly, or from customized representation of the
underlying data store via CouchDB MapReduce views (indices).
Within the context of RDBMSs, there are a large variety of tools available to assist
in ETL processing of CSV source data into databases - for example Open Studio for
Data Integration [53], Microsoft’s SSIS [36] and many, many more options including
a host of cloud-based tools such as zapier [54] that allow for data-exchange between
a plethora of different platforms. Zapier, for example, allows inserting data into
databases from a Google Sheets spreadsheet. But these tools are not available for
CouchDB and so bespoke scripting is performed instead. Initially, scripts developed
for this project comprised ETL logic for specific source files and transformations
specific to file contents. But this approach quickly became unmaintainable due to
the difficulty in making changes to scripts where a lot of code was repeated. As
such, a configurable ETL tool was developed and incorporated into the project.
The resultant ETL tool is called Node.js ETL (nETL) and is designed in terms
of Tasks that are configured as a pipeline of components (modules). These tasks
comprise sequential piping of output from one module to input of another mod-
ule. Components, by adhering to specified input/output signatures can be strung
together in any order allowing for versatile and configurable ETL pipelines.
nETL’s core design philosophy is a decoupling of the logic required to manage tasks
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from the logic of the tasks themselves. Because the logic of running ETL tasks is
separate from the more specific logic of how extractions, transformations and loading
logic is applied to a data source, modules that perform extractions, transformations
and loading are defined separately to the main code base and can be loaded into
nETL during runtime. In other words nETL is authored as a framework in which
custom ETL logic is executed on a task-by-task basis.
4.1 Design
Conceptualizing a single ETL process as an entity of type Task, that is, the “ex-
traction, transformation and loading of data from a source to destination”, provides
a focal point on which the nETL software can be architected. Task instances are
created by a constructor that takes a configuration object (loaded from a JSON file)
as an object. Each task-instance is referenced by a singleton object created on app
instantiation - the taskManager.
Starting the long-running nETL process comprises instantiating the taskManager sin-
gleton. This object provides a CLI (command line interface) to facilitate user inter-
actions. Via the CLI, users can interact with taskManager to register different ETL
components, start/stop tasks, configure application options such as log output path,
etc.
The relationship between the taskManager singleton, task instances, and components is
shown in Figure 4.1. ETL components comprise modules that adhere to the Module
interface and that accept a TaskConfig object as a paramater on instantiation. As
such, modules are paired with configuration objects as shown in the coloured blocks.
An ETL task comprises the following steps:
• Loading all component modules required for a specific task into the nETL
runtime
• Loading a configuration object that directs how each module should perform
into the nETL runtime
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• The runtime engine reads the configuration object, and runs the modules as
directed
Figure 4.1: nETL architecture
4.2 Implementation
The ETL engine and modules (extractions, transformations, loads) are implemented
in JavaScript (ECMAScript 2017 R©) [23] and designed to run in the context of the
node.js runtime environment [43]. node.js emphasizes asynchronous input/output
(IO), making it a good fit for handling ETL tasks in which IO (CouchDB is accessed
exclusively via network requests) accounts for the greatest amount of computational
overhead. Since node.js runs server-side it provides access via JavaScript to the file
system, which is required in terms of an ETL tool. JavaScript is a sensible language
in which to implement nETL in the context of this project:
• It has a very succinct API making it fast to write code in (i.e. it is a highly
abstracted language similarly to Ruby or Python)
• But unlike Ruby or Python (and other high level languages), it is opinionated
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in that it handles IO asynchronously by default
• The JavaScript implementation of object-orientation is appealing (to some
developers at least [52])
Modules are implemented via the revealing module pattern, in which functions are re-
turned from functions; parent functions create scoped execution environments that is
similar in concept to instantiating classes1. Compared to working with constructors
closure provides more isolated scope. For each level of closure an additional scope
is created that is available solely to functions defined within that scope. Figure 4.2
shows code in which three scoped environments have been defined: a global scope, an
Immediately Invoked Function Expression (IIFE) scope, and an exe-function level
scope (all of these are closed over by an invoke function). JavaScript has lexical
scope [51] that (for this purposes of this project) allows for configuring modules
differently at different levels in object hierarchy without having to re instantiate
modules that have already been loaded.
1JavaScript has classes, but these are just syntactic sugar implemented partially via closure
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1 // Global scope
2
3 // Closure over the global scope
4 (function() {
5 // Module-specific scope
6
7 // Closure over module-specific scope
8 function exe(configurationObj) {
9 // Task-specific scope
10
11 // Closure over task-specific scope












Figure 4.2: Scoping via JavaScript closure
Modules are loaded into the nETL engine by invoking a function (an IIFE in terms
of Figure 4.2) that returns an object with a name property for identification and
that references the exe function. Loading many modules into the application results
in a list of available module names, with each name in turn referencing a function
named exe (these are different functions with the same name). This is shown in
Figure 4.3 as the list with the heading Module Definitions.
When a task specifies that a module should be used (identified by a name), A lookup
for that name in the Module Definitions list is performed and the corresponding exe
function is executed. This returns a scoped execution context[24] in which another
function called invoke is required to be defined (nETL users author the body of
the exe function). The task assigns the name of the module to the invoke function
definition, which during task-execution may be called many times to perform extrac-
tion, transformation, or loading logic. A list of Loaded Modules is maintained for
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each running task as shown in Figure 4.3. Each of the referenced functions main-
tains closure over the execution context created on exe invocation, thus allowing
for a module to be loaded once but configured for specific tasks; every time an exe
function is called a new closed scope is created only accessible to the callee.
Figure 4.3: Loaded module representation
All modules adhere to the modular contract as shown in Figure 4.4 such that invok-
ing a module returns a Promise [41] that resolves an invoke function. This function
accepts a single parameter and returns a Promise that resolves the result of the
module (which differs depending on whether a module performs extraction, transfor-
mation or loading operations). JavaScript Promise objects are state-representation
of asynchronous operations in terms of success and failure of these operations. Since
logic implemented in a module may not be asynchronous, all logic is wrapped within
a setImmediate function to ensure that the contract of asynchronous execution of all
modules is adhered to (except for where generators are used, since ECMAScript
2017 R© does not support asynchronous generator functions).
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1 (function () {
2 // Execution context ('this') is a config object
3 function invoke(obj) {
4 return new Promise((resolve, reject) => {
5 setImmediate(() => {
6 try { resolve(obj); }




11 return new Promise(async(resolve, reject) => {
12 setImmediate(() => {
13 try { resolve({ invoke: invoke }); }




Figure 4.4: nETL module contract
On task execution (as directed by a user via the CLI) a task is run from begin-
ning to end, iteratively extracting batches of data from a source, transforming that
data, loading that data and then repeating the process. Since IO in JavaScript is
asynchronous, batching either needs to be run sequentially (batches are processed
one after the other), or by carefully managing asynchronous execution of batches.
Batches extracted asynchronously and concurrently would quickly overwhelm the
network capabilities of any computer since thousands of network requests would
be queued instantaneously (network IO is many times slower than file IO, which
is many times slower than data transformation). Most of these requests would fail
- it is easier to serialize processing of batches than to queue network requests. As
such, nETL is implemented to execute separate tasks concurrently; but a single task
comprises a series of sequential steps.
JavaScript is not truly parallel - concurrent execution is achieved via adding pro-
cedures to an event loop that is executed on a first-in first-out basis via a single
thread, with certain operations specified to be implemented asynchronously. Cer-
tain functions in JavaScript (setTimout, setImmediate, and setInterval) along with cer-
tain environment-provided APIs (such as the node.js filesystem API) pass control
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back to the event loop before execution of these functions is completed. Such oper-
ations allow for specifying a callback function that is added to the event queue at
time later from when the asyncrhonous function is first called. So if two tasks are
running concurrently and a blocking procedure is called that is not asynchronous,
processing of the event queue would be paused until the blocking procedure is com-
pleted. As a result, both tasks would be blocked until the procedure completes and
the next item on the event loop is processed.
For this reason each step in the ETL engine (extraction, transformation and load-
ing) is implemented asynchronously. Prior to the ECMAScript 2017 specification,
an ETL engine implemented in node.js would have been challenging and require
complex state management of asynchronous operations. But via the async/await
API (a wrapper for JavaScript Promises), such state management is straightforward
as shown in Figure 4.5 2.
1 while (!batch.done) {
2 values = batch.value;
3 payload = await values.reduce(async(previousResults, item) => {
4 const results = await previousResults;
5 await asyncForEach(transformations, async(t) => {
6 item = await t.invoke.call(t, item);
7 });
8 if (item !== {} && item) results.push(item);
9 return results;
10 }, []);
11 loadResult = await load.invoke(payload);
12 batch = batches.next();
13 };
Figure 4.5: Loop with serialized asynchronous operations
4.2.1 Extracting data
Files are read in 64KB chunks from beginning to end within the context of an iterator
created by a JavaScript generator function [40]. Chunks are held in memory, split
2Actually the extraction operation (batch = batch.next()) is NOT awaited (the next function
is not asynchronous) because asynchronous generators are not supported in ECMAScript 2017
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into lines (identified by LF, CR or CRLF line ending markers to allow for cross-
platform portability) and yielded a single line at a time to a controlling function
executed within the context of the iterative ETL engine. This function iteratively
collects n lines at a time into a list (n is a user configurable property batchSize) and
yields “lists of lines” - (batches). Generators are useful in the regard because they
automatically create a state handling mechanism for iterating over file contents -
i.e. pointers to positions in files, references to incomplete lines as retrieved from
files, etc. Disk access via generators is achieved via code taken directly from an
open-source library [13].
Lines in batches are then transformed concurrently, with transformations (specified
in configuration) applied to each line in the batch in the order specified in the
configuration. Concurrent processing of items accessed via a loop is achieved by
wrapping the loop body in an asynchronous function (setImmediate), allowing the
loop to progress without waiting for loop body execution to complete.
The loop itself is awaited, however, and once all transformation have been applied
to all lines in the batch (lines can also be discarded from the batch depending
on the transformations applied), the transformed batch is returned to taskManager
and passed as an argument to the loading function specified via configuration. The
function’s contract is such that taskManager is notified when the batch has been loaded
successfully to the destination, at which a further batch of lines is generated and
processed. This batching loop is repeated until the extraction generator returns
false when the end of a data source is reached.
4.2.2 Transforming data
In terms of processing lines in a flatfile (CSV format), headers are only ever read
once with the assumption that the all rows can be split into values (by some defined
delimiter) and that the order of the values corresponds with the order of the headers -
if this is not the case, then the CSV is malformed. A reference to the CSV header row
that is maintained for the duration of the transformation. CSV rows are iteratively
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loaded into memory and split into values. Row values are matched with header
values to form key:value pairs and create JavaScript objects
After transforming row-strings into row-objects, additional transformations are ap-
plied to each object. The following transformations are applied to objects:
• Selection-filter: Entire objects can be whitelisted based on properties and
allowed values for those properties.
• Join-selection-filter: A list of attributes and values can be retrieved from a
3rd party data source (for example from a CouchDB index), and entire objects
can be whitelisted based on the retrieved attributes and allowable values for
those attributes. This is similar in concept to a join, although no means of
actually joining documents is provided (i.e. creating attributes based on data
retrieved from a 3rd party data source instead of applying selection - although
this would be a fairly easy feature to implement).
• Projection-filter: Unneeded attributes can be removed from objects prior
to loading into database/other destinations
• Projection-append-attributes: Additional attributes can be added to ob-
jects - e.g. a type attribute can be added, along with a value as specified by
configuration
4.2.3 Loading data
Batches of objects are serialized to JSON and are loaded into a CouchDB database
via the the HTTP POST bulk docs endpoint (as opposed to separate network
requests for each item in a batch). Bulk inserts are configured to be atomic - i.e.
either an entire insert succeeds or fails. Network requests make use of the well-
known, open-source node.js library “request” [48].
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4.3 Setup
Running nETL requires an installation of node.js V8.9.0 +, which should include an
installation of npm [44]. After cloning the nETL repository from Github to a local
drive, dependencies should be restored using the npm CLI tool. Then the nETL app
can be started from a terminal. Once the CLI is running, typing anything into the
terminal and pressing enter outputs help where further direction can be obtained.
In conjunction with setting up nETL, a CouchDB server needs to be configured.
This is easy to do on Windows machines - simply download the executable from
apache.org and use the installer. Once installed the server should be run in sin-
gle node configuration, binded to the 127.0.0.1 address. This allows access to the
CouchDB UI via the browser at the address: http://127.0.0.1:5984/_utils,
where first an admin user should be created. Working with databases via the
CouchDB interface (called Fauxton) is straightforward.
Database creation involves only the single step of specifying a name and (option-
ally) security roles. CouchDB database configuration should be specified as part of
creation - though this is only available when databases creation is specified via the
HTTP interface and not the Fauxton GUI (the GUI doesn’t allow for case-by case
configration, but does allow for global configuration changes - although this is not
recommended [8]); examples of configurable settings are sharding (q) and replica (n)
count. For a single node setup, q=8 and n=1, meaning that a database has 8 shards
and only 1 replica of each shard. This is the configuration used in this project.
There is no point in storing more than one copy of a single shard on a single server,
which is why n=1. For CouchDBs operation in cluster mode the default setup is
q=8 and n=3. For clusters with a large number of nodes it might make sense to
increase the value of the q parameter.
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4.3.1 CouchDB Design Documents
Design documents are simply JSON strings, in which JavaScript functions are de-
fined as strings. Working directly in JSON is unpleasant, however, and as such a
open source tool, couchapp, written in Python is used for authoring and installing
Design Documents to CouchDB databases [18]. This tool maps a directory structure
to a JSON document; in other words, directory names become keys, and directory
contents become values associated with these keys. Directories can be nested in the
same way that JSON allows nesting objects; nested directories translate to nested
keys in the final JSON document.
Using this tool, map and list functions can be authored as JavaScript files and don’t
have to be manually serialized to JSON. Working with map and list functions as
JavaScript files allows for code completion, syntax highlighting and numerous other




CouchDB’s MapReduce implementation is limited in terms of performing joins and
selections across multiple entities since indexed key:values pairs are derived from
single documents. Each document is processed by MapReduce in isolation and
the output is added to the index; no shared state between documents is available.
In other words, map function executions are isolated both from each other and
from the database. To have a shared state between documents and other docu-
ments/databases during MapReduce tasks would violate this principle, in addition
to posing a significant security risk. By design, the MapReduce engine is pure
JavaScript. No IO to either a file system or a network is possible. Although many
JavaScript implementations provide APIs that allow this, such features are not part
of the JavaScript specification and are not provided by couchjs.exe, the JavaScript
MapReduce engine used by CouchDB [33].
Document selection can be performed during map function execution but requires
selection predicates to be hard-coded into the map function; selections cannot make
use of predicates that require joins as documents cannot be filtered based on values
found in other documents. For the same reason, documents cannot be joined during
map function execution. Instead joins can be accomplished during reduction, but
this is not how reduction is intended to be used in CouchDB. Reduction is intended
entirely for the purpose of value aggregation, and if aggregation is not performed
then CouchDB’s performance will deteriorate as index size increases.
Working with relational data in CouchDB therefore requires consideration across
the entire software stack. That is, considerations with regards to ETL processes,
indexing, and data retrieval should all be geared towards working with relational
data. In this project the following process involving nETL and CouchDB is used:
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• CSVs are parsed, rows filtered (selection), and data loaded into CouchDB by
the nETL application
• An index is created from the CouchDB database via MapReduce
• Data are retrieved directly from the index file using a list function. This
function performs joins and statistical calculations
MapReduce processes consist of separate functions defined for mapping documents
from a database to an index (map functions), and aggregating values in the index
(reduce functions). Only built-in reduce functions are used in this project since
these are implemented within the main Erlang process and offer a performance
benefit when compared to custom reduce functions. Unlike built-in reduce functions,
custom reduce functions are executed externally to the main Erlang process by the
couchjs.exe runtime and so an IO overhead is incurred by their usage. Running
CouchDB on a Windows machine (as in this project) instead of Unix-based operating
systems results in exaggerated overhead for custom reduce functions due to the
differing IO implementation at the kernel level [32].
5.1 Joins
This project requires the student number fields in the three datasets to be joined;
this field appears once for every student in the admissions data, several times for
each student in the grades data and up to thousands of times per student in the
events data. Both the grade and event data contain a field for year - i.e. the year in
which the grade was obtained or the year in which an event was registered. Thus,
for these two datasets it is necessary to join both the student number and year
fields. Admissions data is only collected once per student, so it is associated with
grades and events only by student number. Two joins are performed: a 2-way join
of grades and admissions data (Equation 5.1), and a 3-way join of grades, events,
and admissions (Equation 5.2).
grades ./ events (5.1)
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(grades ./ events) ./ admissions (5.2)
5.1.1 Natural Joins
From a logical perspective, there are several ways a join can be achieved using
CouchDB’s MapReduce implementation. One such method is to configure a map
function to output identical keys for the three entities, as described in the Equation
5.3:
[studentNumber, course, year] (5.3)
During the map function’s execution, it is possible to emit each document several
times with different keys, which is useful when mapping documents that don’t con-
tain all the required fields of the key.
Grade documents contain fields for all three key values, so each grade document is
emitted once. Admissions documents only contain one of the required keys (stu-
dentNumber), so the map function emits each admissions document several times
- the document needs to be emitted for every possible courseCode and year that
a grade document may have so that a natural join can be performed on a mutual
[studentNumber,course,year] combination key. Similarly, events documents contain
fields for studentNumber and year. Each events document needs to be emitted sev-
eral times - once for each possible courseCode on which a natural join with grades
documents may be required.
This approach to joining relies on grouping by common key (a natural join), which
results in the reduce function receiving a list of all documents to be joined with each
key. The join can then be performed in the reduce function (with difficulty consider-
ing that CouchDB’s reduce function contract requires an allowance for rereduce=true).
To use a built-in reduce function to perform the join, entity output must be proxied
by numeral values on which aggregations can be performed. This can be done via
authoring a map function is to emit tuples as values. For example, to perform a
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join on grade, admissions and events a map function can be configured to emit
a tuple of 11 values corresponding information from different entities. To achieve
this, on map function instantiation a tuple is instantiated with 11 values set to 0
(a falsy value). Each index (or group of indices) of the output tuple is reserved for
entity-specific information and is adjusted if a document of the corresponding entity
type is being processed. Values in the tuple associated with other entity types are
left falsy (0), and so tuples are incorporated into indices on which aggregation will
result in flattening many of these tuples into a single tuple containing information
for all different entity types processed – in other words, a join is performed. In the
context of this project, a join can be performed in this manner with the following
tuple structure:
[
0, # i = 0: a course % grade or 0
0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, # 0 < i < 8: admission grade %s
0, 0 # 8 < i > 11: event count for semester 1/2
]
If the document being processed by the map function is of type ‘grade’, then the
map function emits a tuple with a value at i = 0 and 0s for all other indices:
[%, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0]
If the document is of type ‘admission’, the map function emits a tuple with values
at 0 < i < 8:
[0,%,%,%,%,%,%,%,%, 0, 0]
If the document is of type ‘event’, the map function emits a tuple with values at 8
< i > 11:
[0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, s1EventCount, s2EventCount]
In terms of performance this approach is disastrous. To analyze 40 courses taken
over 3 years, each student’s admissions document needs to be emitted 40 x 3 = 120
times so that the instance of the admissions entity always has a key that overlaps
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with keys of instances of the grades entity. Likewise, each event document (which
has a year but no course information) needs to be emitted 40 times - once for
each course a join could potentially be performed on. This approach is wasteful of
computer resources (if a single course is being analyzed) and completely impractical
to scale (if several courses are being analyzed).
5.1.2 Joins via Sorting
A more performant approach to joining involves collecting adjacent values from
indices sorted by keys designed specifically to place objects that need to be joined
adjacently to each other. With reference to an index of the form shown in Figure 5.1
(A), documents output by a map function that share the same key are guaranteed
to be grouped together since b+trees are guaranteed to be sorted. A map function
outputting compound keys, such as in Equation 5.3, can fill in missing fields with
0. All three entities have a studentNumber field, so they will be grouped together.
Admissions and events documents will be emitted with a value of 0 in place of the
course field (so they will be ordered before the grades document output in the index).
Additionally, admissions documents will be emitted with the value 0 in place of year,
so they will always be ordered before events document output in the index.
Because output is systematically processed one student at a time, with grades,
events, and admissions data processed in a predictable order for each student, joins
can be achieved by holding documents for a student number in memory and pro-
cessing grades, events, and admissions rows for that student number. When a new
student number is encountered, a joined row is output, memory is flushed, and a
new joined row for the student number is created. This approach is performant for
2-Way, 3-Way, and more generally, for N -Way joins. Additionally, since entity infor-
mation is obtainable via key-structure - for example a key of (studentNumber, 0, 0)
is indicative of the admissions entity - map output can be structured according to
entity types and map function output doesn’t have to be proxied for the potential
of processing every type of entity.
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5.1.3 Joining and Aggregating
CouchDB’s reduce functions are primarily geared towards aggregating data. This is
particularly useful for the events data where several thousand events documents are
associated with a single student. The documents are grouped when passed to the
reduce function and aggregated to a single output in the final index (for example,
by specifying the stats or sum reduce functions).
In other words, only a single document that is an aggregation of all events docu-
ments will be stored as reduced output in the view. So, when using reduction for any
student number, scanning the index first produces an admissions document, then a
single (aggregated) events document, then a single grade document for each course
that the student enrolled in. An example of this with reference to the sum reduce
function is shown in 5.1 (B). Retrieving reduced index output requires querying the
index and specifying reduce=true. In addition, it is necessary to specify group=true.
This results in the reduction being performed on grouped keys instead of retrieving
an aggregation of the entire index (which can be useful, for example, when calculat-
ing variance).
1 /* (A) reduce = false */
2 [<ID>, ‘0’, 1]: [0, b1, b2, b3, b4, b5, b6, b7, b8, 0, 0]
3 [<ID>, ‘0’, <Year>]: [0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 1, 0]
4 [<ID>, ‘0’, <Year>]: [0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 1, 0]
5 [<ID>, ‘0’, <Year>]: [0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 1]
6 [<ID>, ‘0’, <Year>]: [0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 1]
7 [<ID>, ‘0’, <Year>]: [0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 1]
8 [<ID>, ‘0’, <Year>]: [0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 1, 0]
9 [<ID>, ‘CSC1015F’, <Year>]: [98, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0]
10 [<ID>, ‘MAM100F, <Year>]: [94, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0]
11
12 /* (B) reduce = true & group = true */
13 [<ID>, ‘0’, 1]: [0, b1, b2, b3, b4, b5, b6, b7, b8, 0, 0]
14 [<ID>, ‘0’, <Year>]: [0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 3, 3]
15 [<ID>, ‘CSC1015F’, <Year>]: [98, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0]
16 [<ID>, ‘MAM100F, <Year>]: [94, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0]
Figure 5.1: Index structure
With this approach, MapReduce fills the important role of structuring aggregated
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data as a sorted b+tree index that then facilitates joining. But it should be noted
that joining is possible because indices are structured as b+trees - the same structure
that is used by the main database files. These files are also sorted (according to
the document’s id field). As such, it is possible to join documents directly upon
retrieval from the main database rather than creating an index first - especially since
the id field can be given meaningful values. There are benefits to indexing database
files, however, such as those listed here:
• CouchDB database files are sorted by the “ id” field, which, when unspecified
on the document insert, is initialized as a UUID. Using UUIDs as unique
document identifiers allows for distributed systems in which cluster nodes can
operate independently of each other without the possibility of documents being
created in separate nodes with conflicting IDs. Even though not required for
this project, such best practices have been followed. A b+tree sorted by a
UUID is not useful for document retrieval, and as such, views are required of
the underlying data store for any kind of index-based querying
• List functions are invoked via an HTTP GET request with the requirement of
specifying a view within the URI. List functions are convenient for usage in
this project as they facilitate ordered, iterative, range-based access (meaning
that data can be accessed sequentially, in isolation and in reliable order)
• When aggregations of specific entities are required, retrieving data directly
from these indexes is vastly easier than having to aggregate during data re-
trieval. Without a reduce function, additional logic would be required during
retrieval to perform such aggregations. As aggregation logic becomes more
complicated, the difficulty of such direct data retrieval increases and the ben-
efit of using indexes increases as a result. Also, performing aggregation during
the indexing phase instead of during data retrieval greatly improves the per-
formance of data retrieval
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5.2 Selections
Performing joins by iterating over ordered indices is quite efficient in terms of mem-
ory usage. No matter the size of the datasets being processed, memory usage will
always be fairly low. An increase in the size of datasets will simply result in more
processing time. It is therefore possible to perform selections during index calcula-
tion via a map function. To do this, predicates are hard coded into the map function
and applied to every document that is processed. Each processed document is then
either emitted and incorporated into an index or discarded.
The limitation of this approach is that the predicates can only be applied to fields of
the documents being processed. It is a common use case to apply selection predicates
to fields made available through first joining a dataset with another dataset. This
is impossible to achieve within the context of a map function’s execution. It is
possible to apply selections that require joining data on index retrieval (as a join is
performed), but this is quite inefficient in terms of the size of the required index. The
events data, for example, has 44.4 million documents, most of which are not required.
To perform a selection on the events data during MapReduce requires iterating
through all events documents - which is expensive in terms of time. Reducing the
number of documents loaded in the first place makes working with CouchDB easier
and more performant. As such, where a join is required to make available fields used
in a selection predicate, a join is (effectively) achieved used nETL during the ETL
phase of analysis. Joins can therefore be performed by the nETL application is two
ways:
• Selection-based predicates can be applied to fields based on field values. More
advanced predicate logic (i.e. where field values contain substrings, or where
field values fall in a range, etc. - i.e. joins based on conditions other than
equality) is not implemented in the current version of nETL that was used for
this project, although it would be fairly straightforward to implement such a
feature in the future. Such predicates are not used in this project, but if they
were, they could easily be implemented in the map function (provided a join
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isn’t first required)
• Selection-based predicates based on information retrieved from a separate
CouchDB index (similar in concept to a join). Such an approach is conceptu-
ally similar to performing joins on distributed datasets via a semi-join where
a list of keys requiring data joins is acquired prior to performing database
operations, thus minimizing network transport costs [12].
When processing admissions and events CSVs, a join with the grades entities is
required to make a course code field available for only those student numbers that
are associated with the CSC1015F course. To allow for this, a database is set
up housing all CSC1015F grades documents. Indices are created for this database
(a database of grades) to make a list of students available in whatever format is
required: for admissions data, a predicate is applied based on the anonIDnew field;
for events data, a predicate is applied based on the uct id field. Indices created from
the grades database provide a list of student numbers for these different field names
(the list of student numbers is the same).
5.3 Statistical calculations
Because all numbers in JavaScript are 64-bit floating-point (following the IEEE
754 standard [28]), working with rational numbers with decimal points results in
peculiarities when compared to a base-10 number system - for example, the sum:
0.1+0.2 = 0.30000000000000004. Decimals such as 0.1 and 0.2 cannot be accurately
represented in binary format within a 64-bit address space (or any finite amount of
memory). As such, rounding errors occur. Quantifying the margin for such errors
and handling these cases correctly is difficult [27], so to side-step this uncertainty
an open-source library (decimal.js [38]) is used to handle arithmetic in JavaScript.
CouchDB allows for the usage of 3rd party JavaScript libraries through the imple-
mentation of the CommonJS specification within the context of couchjs.exe [1].
Numerical data is treated statistically during index retrieval, and worked out using
the Decimal.js library and well-known statistical formulae, as shown in Equations 5.4
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(variance), 5.5 (computational re-arrangement of the variance formula), 5.6 (stan-






































Admissions data can be used to profile students based on their Grade 12 results, NBT
scores, or some combination of the two. In other words, several benchmarks datasets
can be derived from the admissions data. The variance and standard deviation of
each of these datasets is calculated below to provide an example of aggregation using
CouchDB.
5.4.1 ETL
Rows are extracted from the admissions data in batches of 5 000. Each row is
converted into an object, and then the objects for undergraduate students who have
citizenship or permanent residency in South Africa and who have a grade for the
CSC1015F course are selected. A type attribute with the value ’admission’ is added
to each row (now an object). Batches of objects (there are at most 5 000 objects
per batch, but usually far fewer due to the filtering) are loaded into a CouchDB
database. An example of a row from the admissions data serialized to a JSON
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5 "Eng Grd12 Fin Rslt": 58,
6 "Math Grd12 Fin Rslt": 73,
7 "Mth Lit Grd12 Fin Rslt": "",
8 "Adv Mth Grd12 Fin Rslt": "",
9 "Phy Sci Grd12 Fin Rslt": 67,
10 "NBT AL Score": 53,
11 "NBT QL Score": 43,




Figure 5.2: Serialized admissions document
5.4.2 Indexing
All the admissions documents are loaded into the CouchDB database and mapped to
an index consisting of anonIDnew:[benchmarks] key-value pairs. Derivative bench-
marks are calculated during map function execution before being incorporated into
the index – each value added to the index is a tuple of benchmarks categorized
according to the following indices:
0 Gr12 Eng %
1 Gr12 Sci %
2 Gr12 Mth %
3 NBT AL %
4 NBT QL %
5 NBT Mth %
6 Avg Gr12 %
7 Avg Gr12 % (Dbl Mth)
8 Avg Gr12 % (Dbl Mth \& Sci)
9 Avg NBT %
10 Avg NBT % (Dbl AL)
11 Avg NBT % (Dbl QL)
12 Avg NBT % (Dbl Mth)
13 Avg NBT % (Dbl AL/QL)
14 Avg NBT % (Dbl AL/Mth)
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15 Avg NBT % (Dbl QL/Mth)
16 Avg Gr12 & NBT
17 Avg Gr12 & NBT (Dbl Gr12 Mth)
18 Avg Gr12 & NBT (Dbl Gr12 Mth & Sci)
The built-in stats function is used to aggregate values in the view-index by bench-
mark type, which when used with group=false1 results in the index output of a single
stats-object, as shown in Figure 5.32 (indices of each object in the value output are
indicated on the right-hand side of the figure). The objects produced by the stats
function (one object per benchmark dataset) contain fields for:
• The sum of all the items in the dataset
• The count of all the items in the dataset
• The smallest number in the dataset
• The largest number in the dataset
• The sum of each item squared in the dataset
1index keys are ignored and treated as null, as a result all index values are grouped together





4 {"sum": 71751,"count": 908,"min": 50,"max": 97,"sumsqr": 5720599}, // 0
5 {"sum": 74174,"count": 908,"min": 48,"max": 100,"sumsqr": 6151326}, // 1
6 {"sum": 78802,"count": 908,"min": 63,"max": 100,"sumsqr": 6900682}, // 2
7 {"sum": 67207,"count": 908,"min": 33,"max": 94,"sumsqr": 5057191}, // 3
8 {"sum": 69713,"count": 908,"min": 27,"max": 98,"sumsqr": 5512393}, // 4
9 {"sum": 69136,"count": 908,"min": 29,"max": 98,"sumsqr": 5439872}, // 5
10 {"sum": 74909,"count": 908,"min": 61,"max": 98,"sumsqr": 6227518}, // 6
11 {"sum": 75882,"count": 908,"min": 62,"max": 98,"sumsqr": 6389866}, // 7
12 {"sum": 75541,"count": 908,"min": 61,"max": 98,"sumsqr": 6338061}, // 8
13 {"sum": 68685,"count": 908,"min": 39,"max": 94,"sumsqr": 5288410}, // 9
14 {"sum": 68316,"count": 908,"min": 40,"max": 94,"sumsqr": 5221243}, // 10
15 {"sum": 68942,"count": 908,"min": 36,"max": 94,"sumsqr": 5337861}, // 11
16 {"sum": 68798,"count": 908,"min": 40,"max": 95,"sumsqr": 5315192}, // 12
17 {"sum": 68595,"count": 908,"min": 39,"max": 94,"sumsqr": 5272344}, // 13
18 {"sum": 68412,"count": 908,"min": 40,"max": 94,"sumsqr": 5238199}, // 14
19 {"sum": 68981,"count": 908,"min": 37,"max": 95,"sumsqr": 5346677}, // 15
20 {"sum": 71797,"count": 908,"min": 52,"max": 94,"sumsqr": 5730957}, // 16
21 {"sum": 74132,"count": 908,"min": 56,"max": 96,"sumsqr": 6102577}, // 17
22 {"sum": 74142,"count": 908,"min": 56,"max": 97,"sumsqr": 6107676} // 18
23 ]
24 }]}
Figure 5.3: Aggregated output from stats-function
5.4.3 Presentation
With reference to the reduced (aggregated benchmarks) output shown in Figure 5.3,
variance and standard deviation are worked out according to Equation 5.8, with
standard deviation being the square root of variance. The computational variation







Variance and standard deviation are calculated directly from the reduced index
output during data retrieval using a CouchDB list function, with the results output
in tabular form, as shown in Table 6.2 (page 71).
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5.5 Example of a 2-Way Join
Correlating features across separate datasets requires first joining these datasets.
Correlation coefficients (r) between different admissions benchmarking methods and
CSC1015F course results are calculated according to the inner join shown in Equa-
tion 5.1. A single student number may appear multiple times in the grades data if a
student repeated a course, but should appear only once on the admissions data, for
the first time they registered at UCT. Rows for student numbers found in the ad-
missions data but not the grades data are not used, nor are rows found for students
in the grades data but not the admissions data.
5.5.1 ETL
Using nETL, rows are extracted from the two CSV files (Admissions (2014 -
2016).csv and Grades (2014 - 2016).csv) concurrently and independently of each
other, in batches of 5 000 and 10 000 rows respectively.
Through nETL configuration, rows from the admissions data are selected for stu-
dents who are South African citizens or permanents residents, and who are un-
dergraduates. Rows from the grades data are selected for students who attended
CSC1015F during 2014, 2015, or 2016. Since the admissions data doesn’t have a
field for course year, a natural join with grades on the anonIDnew field is per-
formed via nETL (admissions ./ grades) to retrieve a list of students who attended
CSC1015F. Using this list, rows are selected from the admissions data for students
who attended CSC1015F.
Rows retrieved from the CSVs contain numerous fields that are not required, and
so nETL is configured to apply an attribute-whitelisting process to both admissions
and grades data. Batches of objects are serialized to JSON strings and loaded into
a single CouchDB database using the bulk docs endpoint. An example of a row












Figure 5.4: Serialized grades document
5.5.2 Indexing
After loading the data from the CSVs into CouchDB, a map function is used to pro-
duce an index of the CouchDB documents ordered by Student ID, with the guarantee
that for everystudent number, documents are ordered by type; an admissions docu-
ment output precedes grade documents output for any given student. Knowing the
order of documents through the view-index allows the join to be performed upon
data-retrieval. Only a map function is required (no reduce function). That is, on the
map function’s execution the “type ” attribute is checked. If the document is a line
of the grades entity, then the key [Student ID, Course, year] is emitted along with a
single number for the value - the percent achieved for the course. If the document is
a line of the admissions entity, then the key [studentNumber, 0, 0] is emitted along
with an ordered list of 19 values corresponding to each of the 19 different methods of
benchmarking students (discussed in Chapter 5.4). A key of [studentNumber, year]
could have been used instead, since the course is always CSC1015F. But explicitly
including the year in the key makes debugging easier, whilst also making the code
more generically applicable if other courses are to be analyzed.
Normalization of the percentage fields (i.e. “Percent” for the grades entity and
the test results in the admissions entity) is done using a nested function (a function
defined within the map function) according to best-guess logic on how grade symbols
correlate with percentage.
Because a student should only be represented by a single row in the admissions
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data and should only achieve a single grade per course per year, this 2-way join is
achievable without using a reduce function. There is also no need to aggregate rows
from either the admissions or grades data prior to joining. The logic of the map
function is shown in the activity diagram in Figure 5.5.
Figure 5.5: Map-function: grades ./ admissions
5.5.3 Presentation
A list function is used for data retrieval; this function scans the index iteratively (i.e.
documents for each student are processed iteratively; first a student’s admissions
document is processed, then a student’s grades documents are processed). The 2-
way join is achieved in this way; for every student number the grade and admissions
data are joined, and summations of various fields of the grades and each benchmark
are updated. For example, for every index key:value processed, the product of
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CSC1015F \% x each benchmark \% is calculated and added to running sums kept for each
benchmark.
Once the iteration over student numbers is finished, the completed summations
are used to calculate correlation coefficients for each combination of benchmarking
method and grade according to Equation 5.73.
Although the stats reduce function calculates sum of squares per dataset, this is not
useful in cases where individual rows from separate entities should be joined (such as
in this 2-way join). For example, the numerator (Equation 5.9) from the correlation
formula (Equation 5.7) cannot be calculated during MapReduce. Only the
∑
x and∑
y values are accessible when joining the two entities during list function execution,








Only aggregations of entity instances are available upon index retrieval (when re-
trieving reduced output) and not the individual instances. Similarly, the denomina-
tor of the formula also could not be calculated from the stats function output.
List function logic is represented as an activity diagram in Figure 5.6 and is config-
ured to output a table of correlation coefficients for each benchmarking method as
shown in Table 6.3 (page 72).
3x : grade %, y : benchmark (r is calculated for multiple y values)
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Figure 5.6: List-function: grades ./ admissions
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5.6 Example of a 3-Way Join with Aggregation
By performing a 3-Way join alongside aggregation, the correlation between
CSC1015F course grades and Sakai usage is tested by working out the change
of each student’s class rank according to each of the benchmarks compared to
their CSC1015F grade class ranking. Each benchmark/grade ranking change is
then compared to Sakai usage. To achieve this, for each benchmarking dataset a
derived dataset is created that contains numerical values of changes in class rank.
Correlation between these datasets and Sakai usage is tested by finding correlation
coefficients for each derived classRankChange dataset compared to the Sakai usage
dataset. For this project, Sakai usage is proxied in terms of the number of times a
student logs into the system - the rationale being that the more often students log
into Sakai, the more they are using it.
5.6.1 ETL
Using nETL, rows are extracted from the three CSV files (Admissions (2014 -
2016).csv, Grades (2014 - 2016).csv and Events (2016).csv) concurrently and inde-
pendently of each other, in batches of 5 000, 10 000 and 30 000 rows, respectively.
By using nETL configuration, rows from the admissions data are selected for stu-
dents who are South African citizens or permanents residents, and who are under-
graduates; rows from the grades data are selected for undergraduate students who
attended CSC1015F during 2016; rows from the events data are selected for presence
events only. Dynamic filters are configured for the admissions and events data to
only include students who took the CSC1015F course.
The events data contains a field ref, which is a long string and is not required in
the analysis. As such, this string is dropped through a whitelisting process prior
to serialization and by loading strings into CouchDB (in batches via the bulk docs
endpoint). An example of a row from the event data serialized to a JSON string is











Figure 5.7: Serialized events document
5.6.2 Indexing
Since a single student may be associated with many rows in the events data (some-
times even thousands of rows), a reduce function is used within the MapReduce
job to aggregate the events rows into a single document, which provides a count of
Sakai presence events for both the first and second semesters, with the output of
this aggregation included in the index along with grade and benchmark data when
reduce = true. The index consists of key:value pairs of student numbers associated
with a tuple that contains values for grades, benchmarks, and event information.
During the map function’s execution, the logical handling of grade and admissions
entities has already been discussed. If the document produced is a line from the
events entity, then the date of the event is categorized as either having occurred in
semester 1 (S1) or semester 2 (S2). A key of [Student ID, 0, Year] is emitted along
with the tuple [S1, S2]. The S1 and S2 variables are 0 by default, and depending
on the date of the presence event, one of these variables is altered to ‘1’. CSC1015F
is a first-semester course, but by including a count of both semesters, it becomes
possible to use the same indexing code on courses that run in the second semester
as well. The logic of the map function is shown in Figure 5.8.
Using the sum reduce function, an aggregation is done across all documents with
the same key; this means that for each student, an aggregation is performed on a
single grades document, a single admissions document, and many events documents
in which the S1 and S2 variables are summed to form the tuple [sum of S1, sum
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of S2]. The key emitted for each type of entity is designed so that the view-index
is ordered by StudentID. For each student number, documents are ordered by the
second key (course), which means that admissions and events entities are sorted
before the student’s grades; and the 3rd component of each key results in admissions
data that always precedes events documents. As such, during view-index retrieval
it can be taken as a given that for a single student ID, benchmark values will be
retrieved first, followed by event values, followed by grade values.
5.6.3 Presentation
A list function is implemented to retrieve the index with reduce = true \& group = true
so that only reduced index output is retrieved, grouped by key.
Because the ranking of students for course grade and each benchmarking method
is required, several ordered lists are kept in memory for the duration of time that
a single course code is being processed (in this case CSC1015F). In other words,
for each course code, and then for every result retrieved from the index, the stu-
dent number from the row being processed is checked and compared to the student
number from the previous row. If the current student number is not the same as
the previous student number, then the current rows in memory are joined, and list
of ranks for each course and benchmark are updated. It is necessary to process all
index output for a particular course code before students can be ranked for a course
(as well as ranked in terms of their benchmarks, when compared to other students
who took that course).
As joins are performed, an object is kept in memory for each student, which keeps
track of their course grade and scores for each benchmark. Once a single course’s
results have been iterated over, ranking lists are created that comprise tuples of
[StudentId, %] and are ordered by the second index (i = 1). The object of students
is updated to add a rankChange value for every benchmarking method compared to
the course grade. This is worked out as courseRank − benchmarkRank.









































stipulated in Equation 5.7, and the correlation between change in class rank and
events count is found (a separate correlation corresponding to each benchmark is
obtained).
List function logic is represented as an activity diagram in Figure 5.9 and is config-
ured to output a table of correlation coefficients for each benchmarking method as
shown in Table 6.4 (page 73).
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This chapter discusses usage and testing of the system, and summarizes the results
obtained from the case study.
6.1 Systems Summary
Measurable aspects of the systems used during the course of this project such as:
runtimes of nETL processes, indexing time in context of the data size, and database
storage size are included in Table 6.1. Indexing time for a CouchDB database of 3.9
million documents is about 140 seconds.
Task runtime is quicker executed in isolation than concurrently with other tasks,
which is expected; task runtime increases when interleaved with other tasks since
nETL tasks are executed concurrently but not in parallel. Multiple task executions
taking similar amounts of time to complete, and performance seems tolerable, taking
around and hour to process a CSV of 44.4 million lines.
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Table 6.1
Summary of nETL and indexing runtime, and data-selection volumes for
aggregation example, 2-way join and 3-way join analyses
Aggregation 2-Way Join 3-Way Join
Admissions lines extracted
*
12 219 12 219 12 219
Admissions lines loaded
**
1 381 1 381 595






Grades lines extracted 513 872 513 872
Grades lines loaded 1 891 738




Events lines extracted 44 420 508
Events lines loaded 661 555
Events task time (sec) 3 875.932
3
Database size after load (MB) < 1 < 2 169.5







lines extracted refers to how many rows of data a CSV contains
**
lines loaded refers to selected number of lines from CSVs
1a
Average of 3 runs: 1.502, 1.745, 1.518
1b
Average of 3 runs: 3.045, 2.787, 2.305
1c
Average of 3 runs: 5.313, 3.548, 5.782, 5.095
2a
Average of 4 runs: 52.899, 51.399, 48.681
2b
Average of 4 runs: 94.353, 92.902, 100.134, 102.738
3
Average of 3 runs: 3989.82, 3942.93, 3695.046
4a
Average of 3 runs: 0.519, 0.472, 0.607
4b
Average of 3 runs: 0.988, 1.347, 0.941
4c
Average of 3 runs: 141.25, 142.709, 138.331
6.2 Tests
Accurate nETL application component functionality is confirmed via unit testing,
as are map and list functions used for index creation and retrieval. Unit tests are
written using the open source JavaScript Mocha testing framework [39]. In addition,
a small sample of the data was processed manually to confirm that the processes
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work as expected and that statistical calculations produce results as expected.
6.2.1 nETL Unit Tests
The basic premise of the ETL process is that the lines are extracted from CSVs
and loaded into CouchDB reliably. Assertions are used to ensure that each nETL
module (the extraction module, the transformation modules, and the loading mod-
ule) perform as expected. No integration tests are performed except by manually
checking that the test data is all loaded into CouchDB and in the anticipated format
- which is indeed the case.
Tests relating to CSV-line extraction assert that all lines from the CSV are extracted
iteratively and not all loaded into memory at once, and that all lines are extracted
from CSVs. Tests for parsing CSVs into objects ensure that CSVs are treated ac-
cording to the RFC 4180 specification; qualifiers are handled correctly, columns line
up correctly with the headers, values are handled correctly, and lines are correctly
transformed into JavaScript objects. In terms of selection, unit tests ensure that ob-
jects may be filtered for individual values for up to multiple attributes, that objects
can be filtered on any number of attributes, and that filtering is done on an all-or-
nothing-basis (objects either meet all filter requirements or are returned as “null”).
Unit tests assert that creation and whitelisting of attributes works as expected.
6.2.2 Manual Map & List Function Tests
Manually testing each of the processes described in Chapter 5 was done using small
dummy datasets with just 5 IDs. Based on this dataset, the MapReduce output of
test data is as expected:
• Correlation between Grades and admissions benchmarks
– Document output is ordered key[0], then[1], then key[2] - For every stu-
dent output of benchmark data is followed by that student’s grade data
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– Multiple results from the same course are output in order, ordered by
course registration date.
– Value output for the Grade documents is a single number, and output
for the Benchmark document is an array of 8 numbers (that correspond
to the CSV input)
– No documents appear that should be filtered out
– Output contains the correct number of documents
• Correlation between Sakai presence events and ∆ClassRank
– Event counts are correct, and the output format is correct for semester 1
and semester 2 for each student
– Document ordering is correct for each student (benchmarks output, fol-
lowed by events output, followed by grades output)
– Grade documents from years other than 2016 are not included in the
output
List function output of the test data shows that rows are joined correctly for both cor-
relation analysis of grades (A) and event/∆classrank (B). One particular case worth
testing is that when MapReduce output includes benchmarks and event counts, but
no grade documents for a student, the List output does not include that student.
This case often occurs when a student’s took CSC1015F in a year other than 2016,
and that students event data includes usage for courses other than CSC1015F in
2016. Statistical calcluations were checked for accuracy using Microsoft Excel (when
possible).
6.3 Student Profiling
Exploration of datasets as part of the data mining process includes assessing proper-
ties such as variance and correlations within the data. These impact the usefulness
of attributes or features in terms of data mining and so are important to quantify
during the data exploration phase.
Table 6.2 lists variance measurements for several datasets derived from the admis-
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sions data in an effort to assess different means of benchmarking students. These
same datasets are tested for correlation with final CSC1015F grade results as shown
in Table 6.3. An additional dataset is compiled from each benchmarks dataset com-
prising students change in rank from CSC1015F course grades compared to their
class rank in the benchmark dataset. Correlation between this dataset and the
events dataset is shown in Table 6.4.
Table 6.2




Gr12 Eng % 56 7.5
Gr12 Sci % 101.5 10.1
Gr12 Mth % 68.1 8.3
NBT AL % 91.2 9.6
NBT QL % 176.5 13.3
NBT Mth % 193.8 13.9
Avg Gr12 % 52.5 7.2
Avg Gr12 % (Dbl Mth) 53.3 7.3
Avg Gr12 % (Dbl Mth & Sci) 59 7.7
Avg NBT % 102.3 10.1
Avg NBT % (Dbl AL) 89.7 9.5
Avg NBT % (Dbl QL) 113.8 10.7
Avg NBT % (Dbl Mth) 113 10.6
Avg NBT % (Dbl AL/QL) 99.6 10
Avg NBT % (Dbl AL/Mth) 92.3 9.6
Avg NBT % (Dbl QL/Mth) 117.1 10.8
Avg Gr12 & NBT 59.4 7.7
Avg Gr12 & NBT (Dbl Gr12 Mth) 55.3 7.4
Avg Gr12 & NBT (Dbl Gr12 Mth & Sci) 59.1 7.7
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Table 6.3
Correlation between different benchmarking methods and CSC1015F grades
Benchmark r
Gr12 Eng % 0.287
Gr12 Sci % 0.465
Gr12 Mth % 0.447
NBT AL % 0.368
NBT QL % 0.533
NBT Mth % 0.510
Avg Gr12 % 0.485
Avg Gr12 % (Dbl Mth) 0.487
Avg Gr12 % (Dbl Mth & Sci) 0.493
Avg NBT % 0.583
Avg NBT % (Dbl AL) 0.559
Avg NBT % (Dbl QL) 0.580
Avg NBT % (Dbl Mth) 0.583
Avg NBT % (Dbl AL/QL) 0.567
Avg NBT % (Dbl AL/Mth) 0.570
Avg NBT % (Dbl QL/Mth) 0.589
Avg Gr12 & NBT 0.610
Avg Gr12 & NBT (Dbl Gr12 Mth) 0.587
Avg Gr12 & NBT (Dbl Gr12 Mth & Sci) 0.578
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Table 6.4
Correlation Sakai presence and (course class rank - benchmark class rank)
Benchmark r
Gr12 Eng % 0.007
Gr12 Sci % -0.091
Gr12 Mth % -0.038
NBT AL % 0.144
NBT QL % 0.166
NBT Mth % 0.017
Avg Gr12 % -0.073
Avg Gr12 % (Dbl Mth) -0.070
Avg Gr12 % (Dbl Mth & Sci) -0.076
Avg NBT % 0.119
Avg NBT % (Dbl AL) 0.128
Avg NBT % (Dbl QL) 0.138
Avg NBT % (Dbl Mth) 0.087
Avg NBT % (Dbl AL/QL) 0.141
Avg NBT % (Dbl AL/Mth) 0.120
Avg NBT % (Dbl QL/Mth) 0.111
Avg Gr12 & NBT 0.016
Avg Gr12 & NBT (Dbl Gr12 Mth) -0.012
Avg Gr12 & NBT (Dbl Gr12 Mth & Sci) -0.048
NBT scores have a higher correlation with CSC1015F grades compared to Grade
12 results in general, with the highest correlation between admissions data and
CSC1015F results found when an average of all grade 12 results (that are incorpo-
rated into this study) and NBT scores is used as a means of benchmarking students.
However this means of benchmarking has the smallest variance as a feature.
Two benchmarking methods stand out: using straight NBT QL a NBT Mth scores
as benchmark datasets. These datasets display a relatively high standard deviation
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in terms of percentages (> 13%) and correlate better with CSC1015F grades than
many other benchmarks (with r = 0.53 and r = 0.51 respectively)
Three scatter plots of grade/benchmark scores are included as a visual representation
of the relationship between benchmark variance and correlation: Figure 6.1 shows a
plot of GR12 ENG benchmark vs CSC1015F scores, Figure 6.2 shows a plot of Avg
Gr12 & NBT benchmark vs CSC1015F scores, and Figure 6.3 shows a plot of NBT
QL vs CSC1015F scores.
No correlation is found between student performance and Sakai usage. This is
perhaps because the event data doesn’t contain course codes, and so it is only
possible assess the count of presence events on all sites in relation to the CSC1015F
result and not usage of the CSC1015F Sakai site specifically. An example of a scatter
plot of rank change vs Sakai events count is shown in Figure 6.4.
Figure 6.1: CSC1015F % vs Gr12 Eng %
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Figure 6.2: CSC1015F % vs AVG(GR12 & NBT) %
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Figure 6.3: CSC1015F % vs NBT QL %
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This chapter summarises the work presented and suggests some avenues for future
research.
7.1 Summary
CouchDB uses MapReduce as a means of producing indices via parallel process-
ing, and thus requires map functions that operate on a single document at a
time. As such, performing cross-document joins and aggregations on datasets
using CouchDB’s implementation of MapReduce requires architecture-wide con-
siderations. This is in contrast to relational database systems, where operation
implementation is transparent to users and developers.
Document-oriented stores such as CouchDB use nesting to ensure that a single doc-
ument represents a single real-world entity wherever possible. However, particularly
in a distributed system, there are frequently situations where, rather than embedding
related entities, separate documents are used instead. One advantage of separation
over nesting is that it prevents documents from becoming too large, which would
make document transfer too costly. Another is that data received from e.g. a data
lake is typically in separate, flattened structures rather than hierarchical/embedded
format, and much more easily loaded into CouchDB as is. It is when separate
documents are used that the need for inter-document joins and aggregations arises.
This thesis has shown that join and aggregation can be performed on such data in
the context of CouchDB using the following approach:
1. A configurable framework is provided for ETL (extract - transform - load)
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which not only simplifies ETL processes but also runs such tasks concurrently
and asynchronously in order to improve performance
2. MapReduce is used as a means of normalizing entity representation, perform-
ing aggregations and indesing entity representations based on join-keys
3. Joins are then performed using these indices
4. Where joins are required on projection- and selection-based subsets of data,
the ETL framework is used to create such subsets beforehand, so as to improve
join performance
Although indices may be time-consuming to calculate initially, scanning B+trees
is very efficient, and CouchDB indices are updated incrementally rather than re-
created, so both data retrieval and joins performed via index scans are very efficient.
The above approach was applied to 3 data sets provided by the University of Cape
Town, which varied in size from 12 219 records to over 44 million records. The
ETL, join and aggregation operations were correctly computed and executions ran
in reasonable time using only 8 shards and a single computer as the server. While
this case study was primarily used as a proof of concept, some of the results obtained
are of interest to those focussing on educational data mining research. In particular,
the emergence of National Benchmark Test scores as more indicative of CSC1015F
performance than Grade 12 scores is a result worth investigating further.
7.2 Future Work
CouchDB views are optimized when using built-in reduce functions, with custom
reduce functions performing most poorly on Windows machines. As this project was
completed on the Windows OS, the analysis on how best to aggregate the different
entities was confined to using just the built-in reduce functions.
It may be worth investigating using custom reduce functions for MapReduce jobs.
This would allow for much more varied map function output structure and provide a
means of performing joins during index reduction instead of on index scanning. Re-
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duce function calculation represents a small percentage of computer resource usage
overall [32], and different environment configurations provide different performance
contexts in terms of what overheads are/are not acceptable. And in any case, a
system that utilizes CouchDB is likely to be based on a cluster of Linux machines
rather than a single Windows machine.
Feasibility rather than performance was the focus of this work; if implemented on
a network cluster of computers, performance and scalability could be investigated.
It would be worth investigating the benefit of clustering CouchDB across many
separate nodes with varying configurations for replication and data redundancy
(node copies). CouchDB is configured to use 8 shards by default (even on a single
server) and processes data in parallel (across 2 physical cores for this project), it is
likely that deploying shards to separate servers would greatly increase performance
and decrease indexing time. CouchDB disperses documents evenly across shards in
a random fashion, suggesting that the workload of indexing the documents would
be distributed evenly across all the shards of the database [42]. It is likely sharding
would benefit large datasets, but not smaller datasets since the cost of network
interactions would also increase if shards were distributed across separate nodes.
There is further scope to test implementing relational operations in a similar software
stack that were not implemented in this project. These are: division, set union, and
set difference.
There is also scope to develop a GUI for the nETL application.
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